
FACT   SHEET  

Founded:    2003  

Tour   Destinations:    Switzerland,   France,   Italy,   Austria   and   Slovenia  

Office   Location :    692   N   1890   W,   Provo,   UT   84601  

CEO:    Greg   Witt   

Contact   Information:    Katya   West   |    katya@alpenwild.com    |   (801)   226-9026   ext.   1004  

Tours:    Alpenwild   offers   more   than   90   guided   tours   each   year   throughout   the   Alps.  

Alpine   Guides:    Alpenwild   employs   50   experienced   and   highly   trained   guides   including  
Olympic   and   World   Cup   skiers,   university-trained   historians,   biologists,   artists,  
professors,   and   teachers.   

Group   Size:    Groups   are   kept   small,   usually   six   to   12   guests.  

Authentic   Experiences:    Unique   alpine   experiences   include   making   cheese   over   an   open  
fire   using   a   1,000-year-old   recipe   with   a   Swiss   farmer,   making   artisan   bread   in   a   remote  
Swiss   chalet,   working   with   an   award   -winning   master   chocolatier,   hunting   for   truffles   in  
the   Jura   woodlands   and   walking   through   ancient   terraced   vineyards.   

Tours   Include :   Guided   tour   prices   cover   all   ground   transportation,   including   gondola   lifts,  
funiculars,   trains   and   shuttles;   an   expert   guide;   accommodations;   luggage   transfers;   and  
all   activities.    Most   meals   feature   a   la   carte   dining   in   select   restaurants,   and   all   authentic  
culinary   experiences   are   also   included.  

Pricing:    Tour   prices   start   at   $999   per   person   for   a   seven   day,   self-guided,   inn-to-inn   tour,  
to   $5,995   per   person   for   the   12-day,   Deluxe   Tour   du   Mont   Blanc   trek.  

Transportation :   Included   in   the   tour   price   is   a   rail   pass   or   shuttle   transfer   that   can   be   used  
for   travel   to   and   from   the   tour   departure   point.    Transfers   can   be   used   from   major   airports  
including   Zurich,   Geneva,   Venice,   Milan,   and   rail   stations.    

Luggage   Transfers:    The   convenience   of   luggage   transfers   allows   guests   to   carry   a   light   day  
pack   as   their   belongings   are   transferred   to   the   day’s   next   destination.  

Hike   and   Spa:    Indigenous   alpine   spa   treatments   await   guests   on   the   “Deluxe   Haute   Route”  
tour   and   several   other   tours.    After   a   full   day   of   hiking   in   the   Alps,   spa   services   utilizing  
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alpine   herbs,   pine-scented   baths   and   full   body   massages   are   the   perfect   antidote   to   tired  
muscles   and   feet.    

Accommodations:    Guests   stay   in   an   array   of   carefully   selected   Swiss   inns,   small   luxury  
hotels,   and   classic   berghotels,   all   included   in   the   price   of   the   tour.    Alpenwild   hand   picks  
guests’   room   offerings   the   finest   alpine   views.  

Dining:    Dining   ranges   from   traditional   farm   breakfasts   and   casual   outdoor   lunches   and  
picnics,   to   a   la   carte   meals   and   memorable   dinners   at   coveted   Michelin-starred  
restaurants.   

Types   of   Tours :   Guided,   Self-guided   and   Private.    In   addition   to   our   types   of   tours,   we   offer  
a   variety   of   custom    adventures   that   are   catered   to   the   level   of   activity   that   our   guests  
want   to   achieve   or   do.  
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